It would be wrong to reduce the “Music of the Shoah” (Holocaust/churbn) to the Yiddish songs from the ghetto camps of Eastern Europe or to the multiple activities in the realm of classical or Jewish music found in the ghetto camp at Theresienstadt (Terezin), which of course enjoyed a special status as a model camp. It would be equally wrong to restrict our view of music in concentration camps to the “Moorsoldatenlied” (“The Peat Bog Soldiers”), the “Buchenwald Song,” the “Dachau Song,” or the so-called “Girls’ Orchestra in Auschwitz,” described by Fania Fénélon – also the subject of the Hollywood film entitled “Playing for Time”. Instead of this, I wish to address the topic of musical activities in general in the concentration camps. Thus this chapter is about those camps that the Nazi regime started to erect just a few weeks after Hitler’s assumption of power; these camps formed the seed from which the entire system of Nazi camps grew, and which eventually consisted of over 10,000 camps of various kinds.

In fact music was an integral part of camp life in almost all the Nazi-run camps. The questions covered by my research include: how was it possible to play music in these camps? What musical forms developed there? What, under these circumstances was the function, the effect and the significance of music for both the suffering inmates and the guards who inflicted the suffering? And how was the extent of musical activities affected by the development of the concentration camp system? My research is based on extensive archive work, the study of memoirs and literature, and interviews with witnesses. In the first part of this essay I describe the various forms of music performed at the behest of the SS in the camps. In the second part I analyze the very different question of the musical activities initiated by the inmates themselves.

I. Music on Command

Almost every camp inmate was inescapably confronted in one way or another with music in the course of his or her camp imprisonment. This took place mainly within the officially prescribed framework of daily life in the camps: singing was required and there were camp orchestras; but music was also played over loudspeakers. Besides these occasions, camp inmates were forced to perform music for the SS “after hours,” as it were.

Singing on Command

Once the camp system had been developed, the most common form of command music in the concentration camps was singing on command. The inmates received the order to strike up a song from a sentry, for example, or from a prisoner functionary (the latter were prisoners to whom the SS had delegated such special organizational and administrative tasks as leading a work detail or supervising a block; for example, a Kapo). This form of collective music derives from military tradition, where even today singing is used to develop discipline, encourage marching rhythm, or to symbolize the acquisition of such soldierly virtues as “proper order”. The practice was employed in concentration camps, however, with the additional purpose of exercising mental and physical force. The guards used singing on command to intimidate insecure prisoners: it frightened, humiliated, and degraded them. After a long day of hard manual work, being forced to sing meant an enormous physical effort for the weakened prisoners.

In fact, under these extreme conditions, being forced to sing could be life-threatening. Prisoners who did not immediately obey the order, “In step ... March! Sing!,” or who did not carry out the order, “Sing, a Song!” to the complete satisfaction of the SS provided an occasion for random beatings, as reported by Eberhard Schmidt from the Sachsenhausen concentration camp: “Anyone who did not know the song was beaten. Anyone who sang too softly was beaten. Anyone who sang too loud was beaten. The SS men lashed out wildly.” Karl Röder, who had been a prisoner in Dachau and Flossenbürg, wrote that singing songs on command was part of the daily routine of camp life: “We sang in small groups, or one block would sing, or several thousand prisoners all at once. In the latter case, one of us had to conduct because otherwise it would not have been possible to keep time. Keeping time was very important: it had to be crisp, military, and above all loud. After several hours’ singing we were often unable to produce another note.”

Command singing took place on several occasions; while marching, while doing exercises, during roll-call, and on the way to or from work. Frequently, singing was compulsory even during forced labor. It was by no means unusual for singing to provide the macabre background music for punishments, which were stage-managed as a deterrent, or even as a means of sadistic humiliation and torture. Joseph Drexel in the Mauthausen concentration camp for instance, was forced to give a rendering of the church hymn ”O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden” (“Jesus’ blood and wounds”) while being flogged to the point of unconsciousness. Punishment beatings over the notorious flogging horse (the “Bock”) were performed accompanied by singing, and the same is true of executions.
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5 Zenon Rozanski, Mützen ab ... Eine Reportage aus der Strafkompanie des KZ Auschwitz (Oldenburg, 1991), 26.
8 Karl Röder, Nachtwache. 10 Jahre KZ Dachau und Flossenbürg, vol. 8 of Dokumente zu Alltag, Politik und Zeitgeschichte (Vienna, Cologne, and Graz, 1985), 113.
The demoralizing effect of being forced to sing resulted not just from the situations in which the prisoners were forced to sing, but also from the deliberate choice of certain songs. While the guards and officials did not usually prescribe any particular song, the prisoners generally chose pieces which were not calculated to unnecessarily provoke the guards. German folk songs with banal, countrified or naive texts, were particularly popular with the SS and were repeated to the point of stupefaction. These songs, of course, formed a harsh contrast with the hopeless situation of the prisoners. According to Eugen Kogon, who was imprisoned in the Buchenwald camp, a degree of “stoicism and callousness”⁹⁰ was necessary in order to endure such songs as “Hoch auf dem gelben Wagen” (“Up there on the yellow wagon”) or “Auf den Bergen so hoch da droben steht ein Schloß” (“High on the mountains yonder stands a castle”),¹¹ or the sentimental ballad “Hüttlein am
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Waldesrand” (“Little hut on the edge of the forest”) while faced with the daily terror of life in the camps. When the guards ordered the prisoners to sing such Nazi songs as the “Horst-Wessel-Lied” (“Horst-Wessel-Song”), or military or patriotic songs, this confronted the prisoners with the contrast between the National Socialist view of life and their own hopeless situation. Alternatively, the prisoners might be ordered to sing songs with double-meanings, or obscene or salacious texts, offending the prisoners’ sense of shame. Certain groups of prisoners were deliberately humiliated by being forced to sing songs of particular significance to that group; and the guards showed “an astonishing awareness of how to outrage people by breaking taboos and abusing symbols”. Communists and Social Democrats, for instance, were forced to sing songs from the workers’ movement, while the faithful were forced to sing their religious songs.

The guards forced prisoners to sing not just well-known songs, but also songs which originated in the camps. These so-called concentration camp songs were either newly composed or else variations on existing songs. Thus, “Wir sind die Sänger von Finsterwald” (“We are the Darkwood Singers”) became “Wir sind die Sänger von Buchenwald” (“We are the Buchenwald – Beechwood – Singers”). Other camp songs were specially commissioned by the SS, including the anti-Semitic “Judenlied” (“Jews’ Song”), which was composed by a prisoner in Buchenwald who had been assessed as ‘asocial.’ The song begins: “Jahrhundert’ haben wir das Volk betrogen, / kein Schwindel war uns je zu groß und stark, / wir haben geschoben nur, gelogen und betrogen, / sei’s mit der Krone oder mit der Mark” (“For hundreds of years we cheated the people, / no swindle was too outrageous / we wangled, we lied, we cheated, we marked whatever the currency, the crown or the mark”).

Besides these songs, many concentration camps had their own special anthem which served as a sort of official signature tune for the camp. The model for all these concentration camp anthems (KZ-Hymnen) was composed in the summer of 1933 in the Börgermoor concentration camp near Papenburg. This is the “Börgermoorlied” (“Song of Börgermoor”), but it is better know under the title “Moorsoldatenlied” (also “Die Moorsoldaten” or “Lied der Moorsoldaten,” English: “The Peat Bog Soldiers” or “The Peat Bog Soldiers’ Song”). This song was not the brainchild of the SS: in fact it was repeatedly prohibited. Nevertheless it spread throughout the camp system as prisoners were transferred to other camps. In this way it became the most popular of all concentration camp songs, symbolizing for the inmates both protest and determined endurance.

14 See Wilhelm Tichauer, “Lieder beim Appell zu singen” (archive of the Gedenkstätte Buchenwald/ Buchenwald Memorial in Weimar, Germany, BwA 9-98-8), 1.
15 Eugen Kogon, Der SS-Staat, 308.
Figure 2. A copy of the “The Peat Bog Soldiers” made by Hanns Kralik in the KZ Börgermoor 1933. After his release Günter Daus brought this copy outside the camp. Archive of Dokumentations- und Informationszentrum Emslandlager (Documentation and Information Center Emslandlager) in Papenburg, Germany, estate Günter Daus.
The text of another concentration camp anthem, the “Treblinkalied” (“Treblinka Song”), is probably the work of a member of the SS, Kurt Hubert Franz, while the tune is that of the “Buchenwaldlied” (“Buchenwald Song”, lyrics: Fritz Löhner-Beda, music: Hermann Leopoldi), written in December 1938 on order of the camp commander. The commander in the KZ Ravensbrück concentration camp, for instance, were informed of the failed attempt on Hitler’s life by a radio announcement, followed by a march-music. The loudspeaker system, or tannoy, was mainly used, however, to issue internal camp announcements and instructions from those in charge. In Buchenwald, the SS men on guard sometimes on a whim allowed the prisoners to listen to music relayed from radio or gramophone.

### Music Relayed from Radio or Gramophone

In some camps prescribed music was forced on the inmates in a second way: music from radio or gramophones was played over permanently installed loudspeakers. In 1933 this system was used in particular in the Dachau camp to re-educate the inmates – who were political opponents of the regime – using propaganda speeches and so-called national music, for example, from the German composer and antisemite Richard Wagner. In later years, however, this system was used predominantly to demoralize the prisoners. The victory announcements from the German radio station were designed to break the inner resistance of the inmates. Female prisoners in the Ravensbrück concentration camp, for instance, were informed of the failed attempt on Hitler’s life.
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in over the loudspeakers to other music broadcasts, for instance to broadcasts of philharmonic concerts on German radio station (Deutschlandsender), or else they might put on a recording of Zarah Leander, for example.\textsuperscript{23}

There are only occasional cases recorded, on the other hand, of music being played over mobile loudspeaker systems. Loudspeakers mounted on special vehicles were in use in Majdanek, an extermination camp, and from them poured unremitting dance music – fox-trot – during executions, the purpose being to confuse the victims of the genocide, to quieten them, and also to drown out the screams of the dying.\textsuperscript{24} Marching music was switched on in the Sachsenhausen concentration camp when people were being shot. Former SS-Medical Director Heinz Baumkötter admitted under interrogation that the purpose was “to ensure that the next prisoner did not hear the shot that killed his predecessor.”\textsuperscript{25} When deeds like these were perpetrated, music – usually accompanied by alcohol – was deliberately used to lower inhibitions and drown out any scruples or doubts the murderers might have had about their actions.

**The Official Camp Orchestras**

The most remarkable feature of command music was the existence of official camp orchestras (or camp ensembles), the Lagerkapellen. Amateur and professional musicians among the prisoners formed these ensembles, which were either ordered by the camp administration or tolerated by the officials. The musicians played, first and foremost, as directed by the SS. The first of these ensembles came into existence as early as 1933 and they were present in the early concentration camps such as Oranienburg, Sonnenburg and probably also in Hohnstein;\textsuperscript{26} another ensemble played at the Duerrgoy concentration camp near Breslau.\textsuperscript{27}

In the Esterwegen concentration camp, where there also was a camp choir, the camp orchestra was established in 1935 by the camp commander – a music lover.\textsuperscript{28} Willi Stein directed this sixteen-member musical group, which rehearsed in hut number 12. The music was in the tradition of a medium-sized drawing-room orchestra, playing popular classics and a higher form of light music known as Salonmusik. Among the main tasks of the ensemble was to perform concerts in the camp square for fellow-prisoners, although guards were also part of the audience. However, while the apparent or ostensible purpose of these concerts was to entertain and edify the prisoners, they were, in fact, designed for a different purpose. When a delegation from the International Red Cross
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\textsuperscript{25} Quoted from *SS im Einsatz. Eine Dokumentation über die Verbrechen der SS*, 8th ed. (Berlin, 1967), 300.
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\textsuperscript{28} See Guido Fackler, “Des Lagers Stimme” - *Musik im KZ*, 163-169, for the camp choir see 159-161. See also Valentin Schwan, *Bis auf weiteres* (Darmstadt, 1961), especially 599-609, 637-646.
visited the camp in October 1935, the commander used the ensemble for propaganda: musical performances were used to make things seem better than they were; and the outside world was deceived as to the real purpose of the camps.

From 1936 onwards, the entire concentration camp system was re-organized: the early camps, with the exception of Dachau, were dismantled and replaced by newer, bigger ones. From that point until the outbreak of war, prisoner ensembles existed in three camps: Sachsenhausen (this orchestra was the successor of that from the Esterwegen concentration camp), Buchenwald, and Dachau. As the concentration camp system expanded, and as a satellite system of subsidiary camps was put in place after 1942, many large camps saw the setting up of official camp ensembles; most of the main camps, some larger subsidiary or sub camps, and almost all extermination camps. In some cases there were several ensembles operating simultaneously, for instance in the complex of camps known as Auschwitz.

There were various motives for setting up camp orchestras. On the one hand, these musical groups could be used in various ways in the daily life of the camp. On the other hand, ambitious camp commanders emulated what they had seen in other camps, and of course the prestige and cultural status of having their “own” prisoners’ orchestra was also an incentive. From 1942 on, more and more concentration camp inmates were put to work in the war industry; and on 15 May 1943 the SS granted a “bonus-system” (“Prämiensystem”), to increase the work rate. The so-called “privileged” prisoners, especially prisoner functionaries, “prominents,” and those prisoner groups at the top of the hierarchy profited. And so the differences within the prisoner society grew, while no basic improvement in camp conditions resulted for the majority of the inmates. Although these concessions did not directly concern cultural or artistic activities, it was easier to organize them, as a result, many camp ensembles were formed officially.

The lineup in the camp orchestras varied from a temporary trio in Treblinka with mandolin, violin and a wind instrument, to the eighty-strong long-term symphony orchestra in the main camp at Auschwitz. In most cases, however, they were medium-sized groups consisting predominantly of wind and string instruments. Except in the case of the women’s camp of Birkenau, which had the only female orchestra, at times conducted by Alma Rosé, all these groups consisted exclusively of
men. The repertoire was varied, depending on the occasion and generally included marching music, songs, camp anthems, light music, dance music, popular songs, film music, operetta melodies, but also classical music and excerpts from operas. There were also new arrangements and original compositions. Some music sheets from the Art Collection of the Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum will show the scope of the repertoire performed by the orchestra of the main camp of Auschwitz, which played Beethoven’s “Fifth Symphony”, the popular song “Die schönste Zeit des Lebens” (“The Best Time of Life”), or the “Arbeitslagermarsch” (“The Labor Camp March”), composed in Auschwitz by Mieczysław Krzyński und Henryk Król.34

Compared to the singing done on command, the camp orchestras offered a far broader spectrum of music, but they also demanded a much greater organizational effort. Sheet music, instruments, and other equipment had to be procured - in most cases this all came from inmates or was purchased with their money. The position of ensemble members was “privileged” compared to that of other prisoners, enabling many of them to survive. Although they enjoyed certain “privileges,” ensemble members were still subject to the unpredictable whims of SS-men. Like all other prisoners they were forced to work, although assigned to the less laborious work details; other prisoners were frequently jealous of their “privileges”, and there was fierce competition for the favor of Kapos and SS-men.

The purposes of the camp orchestras depended largely on the quality of the musicians involved, and also on the interest of the camp administrations, as well as the type of camp. Like compulsory singing, the camp ensembles were also used to provide the rhythm which helped to keep the marching columns of prisoners in step as they left the camp, or as they returned to the camp.

The camp orchestras also provided background music for punishments and executions. On 30 July, 1942, in the Mauthausen concentration camp, Hans Bonarewitz was recaptured after an escape attempt.35 He was preceded by the camp ensemble as he was led to his execution past his comrades who stood in ranks. These orchestras also played on ceremonial occasions. They held performances on Hitler’s birthday, for instance, and other Nazi public holidays. An ambitious camp commander with cultural pretensions might also use the orchestras to advertise the “orderly” conditions within “his” camp when it was being inspected, or when visitors were shown around. The ensembles also gave concerts for the entertainment of the SS, or with their permission for the inmates, generally in connection with the “privileges” already mentioned. In the summer months open-air concerts were frequently held for the prisoners in some camps, including the main camp in
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34 See Art Collection of the Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum in Oświęcim, Poland, ZPMO (= Zbiory Państwowe Muzeum Oświęcim Brzezinka). On the “Arbeitslagermarsch” see Ignacy Szczepański, Häftlingskapelle, 27, 49.
Auschwitz, and also in Buchenwald, Dachau, Gusen, Mauthausen, Neuengamme, and Stutthof. It was by no means unusual for SS guards to indulge in some Sunday entertainment at these concerts. These offerings received a somewhat mixed response from the prisoners, though. Some were pleased at the change and gained new courage from the power of music, while others refused to take part in this compulsory exposure to culture as it was a painful reminder of better times.

Finally, in the extermination camps, particularly Birkenau, the prisoner orchestras performed their most inhuman activity, an activity that caused some surviving musicians to experience feelings of guilt and depression for the rest of their lives. Some orchestras had to play directly in connection with the so-called selection process: this was supposed to deceive the newly-arriving prisoners into thinking that they did not face immediate death. Erika Rothschild recalls that these prisoners “were driven out of the cattle trucks and lined up. [...] During this process a band, made up of the best musicians from among the prisoners who were already there, played Polish, Czech, or Hungarian folk music, depending on where the new prisoners were from. [...] some were forced to march into the camp, the rest were driven into the crematorium”. Moreover a few orchestra members had to play near the crematorium at the command of the SS, including the violinist Lili Mathé, Louis Bannet or Schmuel Gogol. Meanwhile it remains clear that the arrival of new transports, the selections or the walk into the gas chamber were not as a matter of principle accompanied by music, but only occasionally; certainly it happened sometimes in Birkenau that a camp orchestra would appear somewhere in the camp and play music over the new arrivals or selections. Furthermore it is not known that the killing process itself, that is the mass murder in the gas chambers, took place immediately under the sounds of music.


Figure 3. This SS-photograph shows a camp ensemble, probably in the Janowska concentration camp (published in Renzo Vespigniani, *Faschismus*, ed. Neue Gesellschaft für Bildende Kunst und Kunstamt Kreuzberg (Berlin, 1976), 123)

Figure 4. This drawing was made secretly in Birkenau by François Reisz. It shows the camp orchestra playing as work details returns to the camp; they carried out the dead on stretchers and handcarts (published in Projektgruppe Musik in Konzentrationslagern, ed., *Musik in Konzentrationslagern* (Freiburg i.Br., 1991), 58)
Music to Entertain the Guards

As we have seen, music on command was performed mainly in the institutionalized framework of the official daily routine of the camp, but prisoners were also forced to perform on various occasions out of the ordinary run of things. A sufficient number of cases have shown that some brutal mass murderers were at the same time sensitive music lovers. In other cases the camp authorities, people related to the guards, and high ranking prisoner functionaries did not hesitate to use music to quite deliberately repress and subdue their victims. In choosing prisoners to serve under them, some of these people selected those with musical skills. Like other SS-men, Thies Christophersen, an SS officer (SS-Sonderführer) at Auschwitz, enjoyed what was called “Gypsy music,” and so when he was assembling his work detail he favored Gypsies, also known as the Sinti and Roma. In this way musicians and singers with musical gifts or with a musical training were turned into a sort of personal “musical slaves,” available at all times. They can be said to have had a dangerously dependent relationship to the SS or to prisoner functionaries: they could not with impunity refuse to comply with their desire for musical entertainment. On the other hand, their special status provided the musicians with a certain degree of protection from random brutality, and accorded them “privileges” which in some cases ensured their survival.

Often members of the camp orchestras gave private performances for the guards. According to Benedict Kautsky, this was “occasionally” the case at Buchenwald, while it was the “rule” in Auschwitz. Helena Dunicz-Niwinska reported of her experience in Birkenau: “Works by Grieg, Schumann and Mozart [were played] for the connoisseurs among the ranks of the SS” who came to “relax” after the process known as selection. Music lovers in the upper ranks of the camp staff were more interested in classical music, while the lower ranks maintained small ensembles comprising members of the official orchestra - or else secured the services of individual musicians - to provide light music for their drinking sessions, orgies and other feasts. Erich Frost was a prisoner in Sachsenhausen because he was a member of the Jehovah Witnesses. He was forced to play on his harmonica whenever the shout went out, “Where is Frost, the musician?” Frost was then forced to play during a New Year’s Eve party in the SS casino, and also for “social” evenings held by a block leader. However, his musicianship helped not only himself, but also the entire category of prisoners to which he belonged, enhancing their esteem among the camp staff and thus improving their treatment. On these occasions, members of the SS were sometimes even known to play music together with the prisoners.

41 See the report of the SS-man Thies Christophersen in the documentary film, Komm und sieh. Wahrheit macht frei - Rechtssradikale in Deutschland (Germany, Sweden, 1992).
42 See, for example, Zofia Posmysz, “Die ‘Sängerin,“ Hefte von Auschwitz no. 8 (1964), 15-32.
43 Benedikt Kautsky, Teufel und Verdammte. Erfahrungen und Erkenntnisse aus sieben Jahren in deutschen Konzentrationslagern (Zürich, 1946), 222.
II. Music Initiated by the Prisoners

Music on command was one thing. But musical activities resulting from the prisoners’ own initiative took on quite a different significance, whether the performance was for the musicians themselves or for their fellow-prisoners. Such musical experiences, it is true, sometimes awakened memories so painful that they resulted in depression and resignation. However, playing music like this - unlike the command music - generally evoked favorable connotations. Music gave the prisoners consolation, support and confidence; it reminded them of their earlier lives; it provided diversion and entertainment; and it helped them to articulate their feelings and to deal with the existential threat of their situation emotionally and intellectually. Even the least conspicuous ways of making music took on a deep significance in the concentration camp. In this way singing, humming, or whistling served not only as a relaxing way of passing the time, but also helped prisoners in solitary confinement, for instance, to overcome loneliness and fear.

Stages in the Development of a Self-Determined Musical Life

Even in the early years of the concentration camps, between 1933 and 1936, prisoners had begun to make music on their own initiative: this generally involved just singing and there were very few groups of instrumentalists. The dominant style here was amateur music in the tradition of the youth movement and the workers’ movement. The reason for this was that in these years mainly political opponents of the Nazis were imprisoned, and professional musicians were rare among the camp inmates. The standard and scope of musical performance did not improve significantly until the outbreak of the Second World War. At that point, more and more prisoners from many countries and social classes began to be deported to the camps; and among these prisoners there was a higher proportion of trained musicians, artists and intellectuals. The musical traditions of these groups and nations increasingly enriched the musical life of the camps.

As stated before, this musical life originated from specific traditions and circumstances. Also the prisoners did not only form a homogeneous mass without individual differences or reaction. Their behavior was influenced by the specific requirements of the camp’s reality. However it also was shaped by prior cultural processes and dispositions. In this context the historian Falk Pingel distinguished between the experiences that the prisoners made in the concentration camps and their qualities and abilities which they learned before their imprisonment and which they brought into the camps. Thus - besides the pieces of music which originated in the camps - the prisoners played mostly songs and compositions which they knew from their family, friends, school, and former music lessons, for example.

The rapid increase in prisoner numbers with the outbreak of war is indirectly responsible for the considerably increased opportunity for musical events. The SS were increasingly short of manpower; and to ensure the internal working of the camps they were forced to rely more and more on the assistance of prisoner functionaries to keep the camps going. As a result, the Kapos’
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influence on prison conditions grew. These prisoner functionaries, particularly those classified as criminals (Berufsverbrecher), frequently abused the powers entrusted to them, mistreating those fellow-prisoners under their authority. But other Kapos, usually those classified as political prisoners, used their position to the benefit of their fellow-prisoners, so that a block elder (Blockältester) might permit a sing-song in the evening, or one of the prisoners’ representatives in the camp might get the SS to grant permission for a musical performance.

Musical activities were at their most widespread from 1942/43 on. During this period, prison labor was used in the arms-industry. At the same time, the concentration camp system expanded by building satellite camps. In connection with the “bonus-system” already mentioned this brought the prisoners certain “privileges” from the SS. These concessions, of course, were designed primarily to increase the work output and to forestall disturbances – and in any case affected predominantly German inmates, prisoner functionaries, and “prominents”. However, as a result of such concessions, it became easier to procure instruments and sheet music from outside, set up a few musical groups, give concerts, and organize such other cultural events as theater or cabaret performances.

Figure 5. In 1942 in Dachau, an evening of song given by the Czechoslovakian camp choir was recorded in this drawing by Vladimir Matejka. The huge crowd enjoying this rare musical treat shows clearly how important it was for prisoners to be able to organize a musical performance like this (published in Kopf hoch, Kamerad! Künstlerische Dokumente aus faschistischen Konzentrationslagern, ed. Deutsche Akademie der Künste zu Berlin, 2d ed. (Berlin, 1966), ill. 21).
In particular during the years 1942/43 many camps saw the development of very different kinds of musical ensembles, some within a single group of prisoners, some with prisoners from different groups and nationalities. One of the musical formations in Buchenwald was a Jazz Big Band; in Sachsenhausen there was a mouth-organ group; in Falkensee played a “gypsy orchestra”; and a choir of Soviet prisoners of war performed in Flossenbürg.48 Let us consider Dachau to illustrate how varied the musical life of a concentration camp could be when prisoners took the initiative. One of them, Herbert Zipper, was a conductor, a composer and a music teacher. As early as 1938 he formed an orchestra which secretly gave concerts for fellow-prisoners.49 In February 1941 the SS gave permission for a twenty-eight-member prisoners’ orchestra; in 1942 there was a fifty-man orchestra performing a program of classical music, as well as a special Polish orchestra; in addition there was a string quartet, a chamber music ensemble, a Czech light orchestra, together with various soloists, choirs and vocal groups.50 Furthermore, a theater group performed in 1943 accompanied by music.51

In most camps, professional musicians or talented amateurs established musical groups. Some of these lasted only for a short time; others lasted longer; some rehearsed regularly, others only as opportunity arose; some performed spontaneously, while others performed concerts where the artistic standard was very high. Music composed in the camp itself was also performed. Among the factors often preventing rehearsals and performances were the poor physical condition of the prisoners, language barriers among prisoners, the danger of being discovered, personnel changes due to deportations, and the lack of instruments and sheet music; it was often necessary to organize these secretly, or to play from memory. These difficulties made it all the more important for professional and amateur musicians to set an example of solidarity and humane behavior in their dehumanized surroundings. This meant, of course, that there was less emphasis on aesthetic criteria: through fostering a sense of community, music served instead as a form of cultural resistance, as practical assistance in the struggle to survive.

It is widely - but erroneously - believed that the prisoners were never allowed to play music themselves in the concentration camps. It is true that music with a political content, and other kinds of forbidden music were not allowed. This kind of music could only be played in secret, and at the constant risk of being discovered and punished. According to Walter Wolf, this was the experience of a string quartet in Buchenwald concentration camp: “Jewish comrades [...] were playing passages from Mozart’s ‘Eine Kleine Nachtmusik’. [...] The SS found out, and our Jewish comrades were put

over the flogging horse; each got 25 strokes for the crime of playing German music as Jews.”  
However, most of the musical performances organized by the prisoners were expressly permitted or at least tolerated by the SS. Other musical activities took place in a semi-legal context, in a grey-zone, as when the Czech vocal group the “Sing-Sing-Boys” performed. A member of the audience who survived described the situation thus: “The performances [...] were to some extent legal, to some extent illegal, because songs were sung which at that time were forbidden in the Protectorate [at that time Bohemia and Moravia in Czechoslovakia were a protectorate of the German Reich], [...] There was no applause; it would have been too dangerous. In our hearts we applauded. There were often encores, but that depended on the situation in the camp”.

Figure 6. The official camp orchestras often provided an important impulse in the field of instrumental music. Thus, those involved in the camp ensembles often formed other music groups, and maximum use was made of the available instruments. Besides, other prisoners frequently formed the audience for concerts or rehearsals by the camp orchestras, as we see here in this etching made by Mieczystlaw Koscielniak under the title “Adam Kopycinski - concert” in Auschwitz in 1943. Published in M. Koscielniak: Bilder von Auschwitz, 2d ed. (Frankfurt a. M., 1986), n.p. Adam Kopycinski conducted the camp orchestra of the main camp of Auschwitz.

53 Unpublished letter from Josef Sárka to the author from 29 December 1990, 1.
So far I have established, in general terms, the fact that prisoners managed to play music for themselves, despite the limited freedom of operation and the extreme conditions in the camps. In conclusion, I will discuss in somewhat more detail, the various forms these activities typically took.

**Spontaneous Music**

Most musical activities in concentration camps and extermination camps took place without much preparation: groups of friends and acquaintances struck up spontaneously. While there were occasions when instrumental music was played in this fashion, or instruments were used to accompany singing, the dominant feature here was unaccompanied unison singing in groups.\(^\text{54}\) In Majdanek, an extermination camp, a prisoner from the Operetta Theater in Vilna started singing arias from operas, songs from operettas, and Russian and Ukrainian songs.\(^\text{55}\) This led his comrades
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to take up the song and accompany him softly in a chorus. Spontaneous singing like this attracted little or no attention; it could be done by anyone at any time, and required neither sheet music nor rehearsal, nor a special opportunity for a performance.

When prisoners began to sing spontaneously like this, they generally sang familiar songs and songs that the prisoners involved could identify with: they served well to enhance the sense of community. Other kinds of songs were heard as well – mainly folk songs from the various regions and countries the prisoners came from. Thus prisoners being marched to the gas chambers in Birkenau sang the Czech national anthem, or the Jewish song “Hatikvah:” in this way they expressed their protest, and showed that they had not been broken.56 The fighting words in other songs made them popular too; such songs were traditionally associated with resistance and freedom, partisans’ songs, and political songs. Among German-speaking prisoners, the song “Die Gedanken sind frei” (“Thoughts are free”) became one of the most important.57 While Polish prisoners attached great symbolic importance to the Polish revolutionary song “Warschawjanka,”58 for Jewish prisoners this role was taken on by the partisans’ song “Zog nisht keyn mol,”59 which had been composed by Hirsh Glik60 in the Vilna ghetto camp. Many popular songs were secretly collected in specially hand-made song-books (KZ-Liederbücher) – often tastefully decorated – to serve as memoirs, or as gifts, for instance, to a prisoner functionary.61
A large number of new songs called KZ-Lieder (concentration camp songs) were composed in the camps themselves (for example, “The Peat Bog Soldiers”), often at great risk and under very difficult conditions.\(^6^2\) Most of these songs consisted of contrafacts or song parodies in which a familiar melody was given a new text. The content generally attempted to deal with the reality of life in the camps, the depressing situation the prisoners found themselves in, the harsh conditions of life, or the fears and hopes of the inmates. For example, the popular German song “Wo die Nordsee wellen trecken an den Strand” (“Where the North Sea waves make to the sandy shore”), also called simply “Nordsee wellen” (“North Sea Waves”)\(^6^5\) was given a new text in the North German Emsland camps, where its title became “Wo das Lager steht” (“Where the camp stands”).\(^6^4\)

This song was part of the repertoire of Aleksander Kul isiewicz.\(^6^5\) He was one of the so-called Lagersänger (camp singer) in Sachsenhausen, who were known throughout the camp as songwriters and performers.\(^6^6\) The songs he sang for his fellow-prisoners were generally camp songs, whose texts and often their melodies were composed in the camp. Among these songs was his “Choral aus der Tiefe der Höhle” (“Hymn from the depths of hell”), in which revenge is sworn on the executioners: “hört unseren choral / aus der tiefe der hölle! / er soll unseren henkern / auf ewig die träume stören!” (“hear our hymn / from the depths of hell! / let it ever trouble / the dreams of our executioners!”).\(^6^7\) After he was liberated, Kul isiewicz collected 374 Polish songs from various camps. His unique collection of documents relating to the musical and artistic life in the camps is at present deposited in the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington D.C.\(^6^8\) It is thought –
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and the nature of this collection lends weight to the suggestion – that researchers today are aware of only a fraction of all the concentration camp songs that were sung.  

### Block Performances

In contrast to the spontaneous music the so-called block performances (Blockveranstaltungen) generally took place in accommodation huts or barracks with a large number of participants, and they required a certain amount of organization and preparation. They usually consisted of talks, short performances and vocal interludes, sometimes accompanied by instruments, and they generally took place “after hours” when the SS-men had withdrawn from the camp, leaving the prisoners largely to their own devices.

The block performances were more for private occasions, improvised celebrations on birthdays, or when a prisoner was to be released, or other days with a personal significance. In the Börgermoor concentration camp in the fall of 1933, each block held a farewell party (Barackenabschiedsfest) for any prisoner from that block who was to be released. On the evening before, the block elder held a speech, everybody sang together, and after he had been given presents, the prisoner due for release was asked to pass on messages to the outside world.

Politically-motivated block performances, on the other hand, could only be held secretly. At these celebrations, a small number of the initiated would come together on important days for the labor movement such as May 1st, or the anniversary of the death of important labor leaders, but members would have to keep watch outside the room where the meeting took place. On 7 November 1933 an illegal prisoners’ committee of the Börgermoor concentration camp arranged a secret celebration to mark the sixteenth anniversary of the October Revolution before the evening roll call in all ten huts, where the workers’ song “Die Internationale” (“Internationale”) was sung.

Because block performances generally took place within specific groups of prisoners, they powerfully reflect the many cultures represented among the national, ethnic and other groups of prisoners. Among the national groups that were musically most active were the Polish and Czech prisoners. Christian clergy imprisoned in Dachau, also played a special role in keeping up musical activities once the camp commander had granted permission in the early 1940s to say mass or hold services. The Benedictine priest, Father Gregor Schwake, was a key figure in providing a musical framework for worship; to this end he composed various sacred works including a mass (“Dachauer Messe”), in September 1944, and an “Ostertrio” (“Easter Trio”) in March 1945 for violin, viola and
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This kind of “privilege” was accorded only very rarely to members of other religious groups like Jews or Jehovah Witnesses. Nevertheless they, too, met in secret to worship, and strengthened their faith by praying together and singing sacred music.

### Camp or Cultural Performances

Finally there is a form of musical entertainment which was open to most all the inmates of a camp. Several camps held Christmas parties or cabaret evenings, or events similar to circus performances or variety shows. They consisted of different numbers or sketches, with vocal or instrumental musical interludes. These events were called camp performances (Lagerveranstaltungen), or cultural performances (Kulturveranstaltungen). All inmates were allowed to attend, which meant that the performances were international in character, with members of different groups taking part. The organizational effort, and the numbers taking part, made it impossible to conceal them from the SS, unlike the block performances. They generally took place with the knowledge and permission of the SS; but this in turn meant that the program and texts were subject to censorship. Those in command pursued a dual purpose in sanctioning events like these: on the one hand, in making these concessions they sought to forestall unrest among the inmates, while on the other hand they were providing the guards, who were often present, with a certain amount of entertainment and diversion from their duties.

One of the very first of these camp performances was entitled “Zirkus Konzentrazani” (“Concentration Circus”): it took place in the Börgermoor camp on 27 August 1933. The SS had inflicted some night-time beatings, and in response, to cheer everybody up, under the leadership of Wolfgang Langhoff - an actor - the inmates secured permission from the camp authorities to put on an interdisciplinary, artistic-comic show. A type of circus ring was set up in Block 5: a viennese trio (Schrammelpatelle) consisting of an accordion, a homemade violin and a Turkish crescent, opened the program and performed during the intervals. Among the number put on were, a ringmaster, a wrestler, acrobats, boxing, clowns, prisoners dressed up as women, and a barbershop quartet. The Grand finale consisted of the première of the “Börgermoorlied” (“The Peat Bog Soldiers”), and the audience of prisoners enthusiastically responded when they were invited to join in. This circus performance was humorous and sometimes irreverent: it portrayed the cares and afflictions of the prisoners, and it directed criticism and irony at the conditions in the camp, while indirectly satirizing the primitive nature of the guards who were present.
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Other concentration camps also had camp performances: there were lecture evenings in Börgermoor, evenings of song in Sachsenburg and Lichtenburg, and variety shows in Dachau. During the war years, camp performances were held fairly regularly, especially in “old” concentration camps with relatively well-established structures and hierarchies. Here for instance secret resistance committees were established or respected political prisoners took on informal leadership roles within the camp such as camp elder (Lagerältester) or camp scribe (Lagerschreiber). There is also evidence that performances like these took place in eastern European camps too, where conditions were “considerably worse” than those in the more westerly camps. As evident from a program from the Stutthof concentration camp female prisoners held an afternoon entertainment on 16 January 1944.

In Dachau, during the final years of the war, so-called “concerts” were put on in the bath house, with official permission, almost every weekend, sometimes on Saturday and Sunday afternoon. In addition to a large string orchestra the performers included chamber music groups, choirs, and soloists. The equivalent performances in Buchenwald were very different, consisting more of variety programs with a number of different turns. These performances were put on in a hut that had been turned into a cinema. Between 1 August 1943 and 31 December 1944, a total of twenty seven “concerts” took place at this venue: they were permitted, or at least tolerated, by the camp authorities. An announcer provided continuity through the show, which consisted of musical performances, but also sketches, gymnastic and artistic displays, as well as cabaret and theater. The program was put together by a “committee with representatives from all the nations with numerically strong contingents in the camp”. On all these occasions, the jazz Big Band “Rhythmus” (“Rhythm”) played, and the trombone part for Glenn Miller’s “In The Mood” – under the Nazis a so-called piece of “degenerate Music” – has been preserved. Performances like these also became an occasion to compose new pieces; and at Christmas and New Year 1943/44 an opera was performed in the pathology rooms, entitled “Buchhäuser oder Läusekrieg auf der Waldburg” (“The Denizens of Buchenwald House, or the Lice war of Waldburg”). It told the story of the prisoners’ battle against lice, but the lice symbolized the SS.
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Figure 8. Program for an afternoon entertainment for female prisoners in the Stutthof concentration camp on January 16, 1944. Those taking part in this concert were: an announcer, an accordionist, a singer and the camp orchestra. Published in Guido Fackler, “Des Lagers Stimmte” - Musik im KZ. Alltag und Häftlingskultur in den Konzentrationslagern 1933 bis 1936. Mit einer Darstellung der weiteren Entwicklung bis 1945 und einer Bibliographie, vol. 11 of DIZ-Schriften (Bremen, 2000), ill. 31.
Large-scale performances like these, often reaching hundreds of prisoners, were intended to counter a demoralizing tendency among the prisoners. Harry Naujoks, camp elder in Sachsenhausen explains: “The main point in our performances was to prevent the people from sinking into resignation, to give them new courage, to enable them to switch off for a few hours. This was vital, because hopelessness was one of the greatest dangers in the camp. When an individual was affected, it could lead to suicide, when whole groups were affected it could lead to disorganization and behavior that could bring down serious trouble with the SS”. Although all camp inmates who were at liberty to move about the camp were free to attend camp performances, many, particularly in the final phase of the concentration camp system, were so weakened physically that they scarcely had the strength to take part: intellectual or artistic participation was beyond them because hunger dominated all.

We have already seen that the camp administration introduced concessions, but even after that there was no general permission for musical performances initiated by the prisoners, and these activities were repeatedly curtailed or for a time forbidden. Besides, there was a strictly regulated daily routine, with roll-calls, maintenance duties, exercises, and work duty, leaving little time for breaks or independent activities, so the only times when it was possible to play music were, generally speaking, the periods known as “leisure time”. These periods encompassed just a few hours, for instance on Saturday afternoon or on Sundays, when there was generally no work, or after the evening roll-call. However, these few hours of “leisure time” were desperately needed for physical recuperation, and they were not infrequently interrupted by guards conducting searches, or inspections. Time was short, and daily life in the camps was characterized by fear and uncertainty. These circumstances, together with the extreme conditions in the camps, discouraged artistic activity. Engaging in music depended not least on the camp staff and the prisoner functionaries taking a favorable attitude. These various factors meant that independent musical activities invariably formed a high point in camp life, and they often remained the prerogative of those categories of prisoners high within the prisoner hierarchy, or those prisoners belonging to a “privileged” category. The bulk of the prisoners had to struggle to survive and had neither the strength nor the leisure to take part in musical activities, which were in any case relatively rare occurrences. During the last few months of the war, finally, conditions in the camps deteriorated further as the military situation worsened. When death marches got under way, musical performances generally ceased.

III. Conclusions

The preceding examples - and the list could easily be extended - demonstrate impressively that music played an integral part in the daily life of the Nazi concentration camps. Daily life in these camps was full of contradictions and gave rise to specific forms of behavior, rituals, normative and value systems which even today remain largely unstudied. When we analyze daily life in the camps from a cultural-historical perspective - taking musical activities as an example - we are confronted with a disturbing vista capable of shaking our conventional understanding of culture to
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its very foundations; we see deep into the multi-layered interior of the Nazi concentration camp as an institution of terror, inhumanity and destruction. Here, professional and amateur musicians, of different ages, genders and nationalities, played music on a regular basis; they did so on command, and on their own initiative, not infrequently on peril of their lives; they performed solo, in choirs, in chamber music groupings, in small ensembles, in jazz bands, in camp orchestras and in symphony orchestras. They played and even composed music of various kinds, from light music to classical music, from traditional folk songs to critical cabaret songs, from jazz tunes that were beyond the pale to bright and cheerful operetta melodies.

It is true that the guards, for their own evil ends, abused the prisoners who played music, and by forcing them to put on musical performances, deliberately promoted the “process of breaking the will, and degrading [the prisoners] as human beings”. Nevertheless, the fact that music was performed in the camps forces us to realize that the prisoners should not be regarded as an undifferentiated “grey mass”. We must instead attempt to grasp the concept of “the prisoner as a cultural being,” confronted with the necessity of devising new cultural techniques and survival strategies under the conditions prevalent in the camps. To that extent it would be wrong to underestimate the effect of playing music independently as a method of coping practically and surviving culturally. The values and aesthetics inherent in music were a defense against the terror of the camps. However, it would be quite inappropriate to suggest that concentration camp prisoners played music and indulged in other artistic activities to support some kind of post hoc argument that the concentration camp system was not really all that bad. We must always bear in mind that whatever music was produced in the Nazi camps was produced in spite of constant hunger, mental and physical violence, impending disease and pestilence, an uncertain future, random acts of terror, and that the prisoners’ lives were always in jeopardy. It is also important to remember that it was only a very small segment of prisoners who had the chance to engage with music at all, for the simple reason that their physical decline was not yet so far advanced that hunger dominated all their thoughts and all their deeds.
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